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ABSTRACT 
~o b where b~(n) is the number of k-rowed partitions of n Let B~(x) = ]E,~o~(n) xn, 
whose nonzero parts decrease strictly along each row. In this paper an expression found 
previously for Bk(x) is transformed into the product 
P(x) U a(x) {7} 1-I (1 - x~) [--~], where P(x) = I I  (1 - x~) -1, 
oo 
Q(x) = 1-I (1 - x~-1) -1, 
and where [g], {0} denote the integral and fractional parts of 0. From this it follows 
that b(n) = limk~o0 b~(n) is generated by 
oo ~ v+l  
Z b(n) x" = 1-~ (1 -- x~) - [~- l .  
n=O v=l 
Another consequence is the congruence b3(n) ~- 0 (mod 2) for all n > 1. 
For  definit ions and terminology,  see [1]. Let bk(n) be the number  of  
k-rowed part i t ions of  n with the parts strictly decreasing on  each row. 
As was shown in [1], the generat ing funct ion  
Bk(x) = ~ bk(n) x ~ 
n=O 
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is given by the multiple series 
Hi<s (h i  - -  hi) ,~k /a~-~+i+l~ 
Bk(x) = ~ I-I~z (hi)! x"'=" 2 ), (1) 
h l  > . . ,  ~-hk  = 9 
In this note we will show that the series (1) can be transformed into an 
infinite product, namely, 
k--2 k--g 
ak(x) ---- P[-~] Q2{~} yI (I -- x ") [-z--l, (2) 
v~l  
where 
P=f i (1 - -x~)  -1, Q=f i (1 -x~-z )  -z, 
v=l  u=l  
and where [0], {0} denote, respectively, the integral and fractional parts 
of O. Letting k --+ o~, we obtain an expression for 
B(x) = ~, b(n) x", 
n=O 
in which b(n) is the number of plane partitions of n with strictly decreasing 
parts on each row. In fact, 
B(x) = lim Bk(x) = f i  (1 --  x~) -[z-~-], 
/r oo 
a formula which bears a certain resemblance to MacMahon's expression 
A(x) = M (1 - x9 -" 
for the generating function of the unrestricted plane partitions. 
The first step in the proof of (2) is to rewrite the general term of (1), 
using the well-known identity for the Vandermonde determinant. We have 
I-[i<~- (1 - Xh~-hJ) v~ th~-~+~'+l~ ~ J=lk 2 ) 
]-I j~ 1 (hi)! 
Hi<~. (x hj - xhO 
~1 (hi) t 
~ "" 1"- ~Ic [hj--k-}-j+l~ 
X -2'~ ~=IU-  )nix ~ffil~. 2 ) 
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I - I  jk=l (hi) I 
"'" 1 
Xhx . . .  Xhk 
: 
X(/c-1)hl . . .  X(k--1)hk 
)< X z~'ffix[[, 2 ) -o -  J jj 
If each row of the Vandermonde is subtracted from the preceding row, it 
becomes 
(h , )  "" (hk) . 
(hOxh~ ... (hk).Xh~ 
X(k~l)h l  . . .  X(k'--1)hk 
Multiplying each row but the last of this determinant by x -1 and 
subtracting from the preceding row, we obtain 
(h l ) (h~ - -  1)  "" (hk)Cll k - -  1)  
(h , ) (h ,  - -  1)  xh~ "'" (hk)(h k - -  1 )  X h~ 
(hi) X (k-2)hl " "  (Ilk) X (k-2)hk 
X(k-1)h l  . . .  X(k--1)hk 
Proceeding in this manner, we can transform the Vandermonde into 
the determinant 
(h l ) (h l  - -  1)  ".. (h i  - -  k q-  2 )  "" (hk) (h  k - -  1 ) . ' -  (hk - -  k q -  2 )  
(hO(h l  - -  1 ) . . -  (h i  - -  k q-  3 )  xh l  "-" (hk)(hk - -  1)  "'" (hk - -  k -t- 3 )  xh~ 
(hO x ik -2 )n l  " '" (hk) ; 'k-2)hk 
X(k--l)hl . . .  X(k--l)hlr 
We now introduce the factor 
~/r rzh/--/t+j+l-, .. 1Vt I 
FIjL1 (h# ! 
into this determinant by multiplying each element of the j-th column by 
xCJ-~§ 
(hi)! 
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The result of  this is a determinant whose i, joth element is 
X(i--1)hj+(hJ--k2+J+l)--(j--1)h j 
(hi - -  k + i)! (i, j : 1,..., k). 
The power of x can be rewritten by using the identity 
Cj Cj 
2 +( i - - j )h~ = 2 +f l  + j  
--  2k j  - -  i 2 - -  i + 2ki  
We can then remove a factor x -*'-~+~ki f rom the i-th row, and a factor 
x ~2+j-2kj f rom the j-th column. These removed factors clearly cancel in 
pairs, and we are left with a determinant whose i, j -th element is 
(h j - -k+i+l]  
X" 2 J 
(h j - -k+i ) ! "  
Putting 
(n+l~ 
X" 2 ]  
a~,= (n ) ! '  
we see f rom the above considerations, that 
Bk(x) = ~ det(a~_k+hj). (3) 
hl > . . . > h k 
It turns out that any infinite series of the above form can be expressed 
as a polynomial  in the sum s = Zan and in the "correlation coefficients" 
C~ = Z anan+v 9 
n 
We formulate the general result in the following lemma. (All series involved 
are formal.) 
LEMMA 1. Let  {an}, - -~  < n < o% be a sequence o f  independent 
variables. Put  s : ~an and c~ : ~ a~a~+~. I f  n > O, let 
d~ = Co + 2(cl + "'" + c.-1) + c. ; 
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define do = 0 and d-n = --d~ . Let gx ,..., gk be given integers. Then for 
even k, the infinite series 
~, det(%+h) 
h i>- . .  >k/~ 
is equal to the Pfaffian of  the skew-symmetric k • k matrix Dk = (do, g). 
For odd k, it is equal to the Pfajfian of  the (k + 1) • (k + 1) matrix 
D'~ = ( Os Dk-1 
obtained by bordering D~_ 1 with a row of s's, a column of --s's, and a zero. 
PROOF: The proof  is by induction on k; as part of  it proceeds in steps 
of  two, we first verify the cases k = 1 and k --  2. When k = 1, the 
infinite series in question is 
det(ag~+h~) = ~ a, = s. 
h 1 n 
On the other hand, 
(o 
Dl= --s  O '  
and the Pfaffian of this is s. When k = 2, our series is 
Z agl+hl  agl+h2 ~ Z agl+hlag~+hz 
h I > h 2 ag2+hl aez+h ~ h i>  h 2 
-- 2 aa2+hlaal+h2 
k l>k  2 
= ~ ama,~ -- ~, ama,~. 
m >n+gl--g 2 m >n~gl+g 2 
Suppose for the moment hat gl ~ g~ ; then the above expression is equal 
to 
n--gl+g 2 g2--gi 
2 area. = Z c~ = dg._,l (since c_~ = c~). 
n=--oo m=n+gl--g2+l V~el--e2+l 
I f  gl > g2. the same reasoning gives --dgl_g 2 . which is equal to dg~_g 1 
582/4/I-6" 
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by virtue of  the way in which d, was defined for negative n. Thus in all 
cases our series has the value d, _g~, which is the Pfaffian of the matrix 
n 2 = (dglO92 d90--91 )" 
Now suppose k ) 2, and assume that the lemma has been proved for all 
integers < k. In what follows, it is convenient sometimes to replace the 
condition ha > h2 > "'" > hk for the summation variables of our series 
by hi )h2  ) " ' "  )hk ;  clearly this involves no change, since the 
determinant det(ag~+h) vanishes if any two hj are equal. I f  k is odd, let 
A~ be the complementary minor of ai,~ = ag~+hj in the determinant 
A = det(a~+h). Put 
Qj = a ldAld -- a2.~A2.j -[- "'" -[- ak.jAk,~ . 
Then A = Qj i f j  is odd, while A = -Q j  i f j  is even. Hence, since k is odd, 
i.e., 
A = Q I+Q2+'"+Qk,  
k k 
A = Z (--1) i -Xa,. jA, . J  = ~ ( - -1)  i - lR i '  
/,j=l i=I 
where Ri Z k = j=l ai,jA,,~. To simplify the notation, consider the case 
i=  1. Wehave  
a id  : agx+h ~ , A id  : 
A 
aa~+h 1 9  ag2+h~ 
ao~+h 1 "". ao~+h j 
9 " ao~+h k
9 ..  aak:+h k ' 
where the hats denote ommission of the corresponding elements. In other 
words, 
aol+ h aa2+q . . .  ag2+/k_x , al,sAa, j : 
aok+h 9 ..  ag~+~k_l 
where  h = h~, and /1 = hi  ... . .  l j_ 1 = h~._l, lj = hi+ 1 , .... lk_ 1 ~ h k . 
The inequalities hi > h2 > "'" > hk, when written in this new notation, 
become 11 > "'" > l j_  1 > h ~ [j > "'" > l k _  1 . 
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Therefore the sum 
k 
E R, = E E 
h l>" '>h k h l> ' . '>h  k j= l  
is simply 
Y, ~ a~,+h det(ao,+,+tj), 
I 1 > 9 9 9 > Ik_ 1 h=- -oo  
h=~/1 , . . . , / k_  1 
where det(ag,+l+~) is the (k -- 1) • (k -- 1) determinant 
au2.+ h " "  ag2+zk_l " 
a~+h "" a~7,+tk_x 
On the other hand, as remarked above, the original series could have 
been written as 
det(ag,+h~). 
hl >>~ : " >/ h k 
If we apply the same analysis to this as above, we obtain 
R 1 = ~ ~ 8(h; l 1 ..... /k-i) agl+h det(ag,+i+l~), 
hl~> ...>/h~ Ix>_....>/tk_ i h=-m 
where 8(h; Ix ..... Ik-x) = 1 unless h = l~ for some j, in which case it = 2. 
The determinant det(ag~+l+z ) vanishes if any two lj are equal, so we have 
~, R 1 = ~ ~ 3(h; l i .... ,/k-i) agi+h det(a,,+l+~). 
hi >l "'" >1 hk ~i >""  > lk - i  h~--oo 
Hence 
1( ~ Rlq_ ~ R1) : ~ ~ agl+ndet(ag,+l+tj). 
2 h~>'"~>hk hx>'">h~ q>'">tk_~ h=-o~ 
The series on the right now splits into the product of the two series 
agI+h = s and ~ det(a~+l+~). 
h=--oO 11 > """ > ~k-i 
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By the induction hypothesis (since k -- 1 is even), the latter series is equal 
to the Pfaffian of the matrix 
(d.i_~" d.._o2 d~,_~ 
0 
By the same reasoning, 
9 - .  d.k_,~l] 
6 / 
2 hl~> ~>hk h,>'">h~ 
is the product of s and the Pfaffian of 
etc. Multiplying the j-th of these identities by (--1) j and summing from 
j ----- 1 to n, we find that 
det(agi+h,) = ~ ~ det(ag~+h,) + 2 det(a~+~, 
h 1> .. .  > h k hi ~ >1 hk h l> . . .  > h k 
is the product of s and the alternating sum of all these Pfaffians. But this 
is equal to the Pfaffian of 
D'  = s 0 dg2_ol 8-g2 , 
by the well-known recursion formula for Pfaffians [3]9 
The case of even k is treated similarly except that the expansion in 
minors of a column is now replaced by a "partial Laplace expansion" in 
minors of a pair of columns9 If 1 ~< m < n ~< k, and 1 ~< p < q ~< k, 
let Am,.,~,q be the subdeterminant of A obtained by deleting the m-th and 
n-th rows, and the p-th and q-th column. Put 
k 
S~q = ~ (--1) ~ al.~ al.q A1 , .~q.  
' n~2 an ,  ~9 an ,q  " " ' 
Then A = ]~<qS~,q, as can be easily verified by computing the 
multiplicity with which each term in the expansion of A appears in the 
sum ~<q S~,q. For example, the "principal" term al.aa2.~ "'" ak,~ appears 
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in S~,q with multiplicity ( - -1 )  q, and in no others S~,q. Hence its net 
multiplicty in Z~<q S~,q is k Zq=2 ( - -1)  q = 1 (since k is even). Thus 
/c 
A = 2 ~ ( - l )n  a l '~  al'q A ln ;~q 
~o<q n=2 a,,,~ an, q " " 
where 
: Z (--1)- T~, 
n~2 
Zn : Z al"~~ 
~o<q an,~ 
al 'q A1 n'~ q 9 
an, q " , , 
Consider for definiteness the case n = 2. We have 
I a l '~ al"q I Al '2;~'q 
a2.~ a2,q 
= agl+h~ agl+h q 
agu+h~, aa~+hq 
A 




agk+hl "'" agk+ h ~ "'" aak+h q
.. .  a~,a+hk 
.. .  aaa+h~, 
agl+q agl+~2 I 
I 
aga+ml "'" aga+~n~_2 , 
agk+ml 9 ag~.~mk_z 
where 11 = h~, 12 = hq, and 
(rnl . . . . .  rnk_2) = (h i  ..... ~ . . . . .  ~q .... , h/c). 
In terms of  this notation, the inequalities hx > "'" > hk become 
ml > "'" > m~_l > ll > m~ > ... > mq_2 > 12 > mq-1 > "'" > ink-2. 
It fol lows readily from this that 
2 r2= E E 
h l>. . .  >h/c  q7~1 > "9 ' >'//t.k_ 2 ~i>~2 
det(ag,+t,) det(ag~+,+,,~). 
We now apply the same analysis to the sum 
2' 1"2, 
h x>~ ... >t h k 
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where the prime means that at most one of the equalities hi = he+t is 
allowed. We obtain 
h l~ " "~h k 
= E 
ml>'">mk_  2 ~l>/Z  
8(ll, Is; mi ..... mk-~) det(ag,+~) det(aa~+,+,~j), 
{11,12} n {ml ..... mk-~} 
is empty or not. Hence 
l (  / T~ + T~) ~ ~ det(ag,+b)det(ags+,+m~). 
_ E t = 2 hl>~.,.>hk h l>/ . . .> /h  k ml>. . .>mk_  2 l l> l  2 
The right-hand side splits into the product of two series, the first of 
which is dg,_gl, and the second of which is the Pfaffian of 
~176 , 
by the induction hypothesis. Similar reasoning shows that 
2 hl  > >h k 
is equal to dgs_~l times the Pfaffian of 
- o 
Multiplying the result thus obtained for 
h l  >/ . . . >/ h k 
dgk-a~), etc. 
h i  >~ . , . >~ h k 
by (--1)'*, and summing from n = 2 to n = k, we see that 
(agi_., a"'-"l 
A is the Pfaffian of 0 
hl>" '>A k 
9 . -  a.~_.,) 
9 ~ = D ig  9 
where 8(11, ls ; mx ..... mk-2) = 1 or 2 according as 
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(Here we have again used the recursion formula for Pfaffians.) This 
completes the proof. 
In this case, where this lemma is to be applied, we have g~ = i -  k 
(from equation 3). It follows that Bk(x) is the Pfaffian of the matrix 
(o 
D~ = (d~-i) or Dk = s Dk-t 
according as k is even or odd., 
Our next task is to compute the quantities s and d. for the sequence {an} 
under discussion, viz. 
(n+l] 
X" 2 ." 
an- -  (n)! 
This is accomplished by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. f f  
(n+z~ 
X x 2 - '  
an -- (n)! and v >1 1, 
then c . - i  q- c~ = x (~) P, where P ---- 1--I~=1 (  - -  xm) -1. Moreover  
s =Q = f i  (1--x2m-1) -1. 
m~l  
PROOF: We have 
(n+l ]  (n+v] tn+u+l] ] 
X" 2 ] X" 2 .' X ~, 2 ." ] 
=,=0~ (nq-v - -1 ) !  q- (nq-v)!  
= ,3 x("V)+(n;") r - 
n=oZ" (n)! L (n + v)! 
X~+Y ] + 
(n + ~)~]  
The series 
= x(;) ~ x"("+v) 
~=0 (n)! (n + u)!" 
xn(n+v) 
~ (n)! (n + ,~)! n~O 
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is equal to ~,,=0 p(m)  x = P by a straightforward generalization of  the 
"Durfie square" identity [2, p. 281]. Indeed, given any partition 7r of m, 
let n be the greatest integer such that the Ferrars graph G of ~- contains 
an n by n + v rectangle R. The rest of  G consists of  dots below and to 
the right of  R. These form, respectively, a partition of  i into at most n § v 
parts, and a partition o f j  into at most n parts, where i -~ j = m - -  n(n -? v). 
The number of  such pairs of  partitions is the coefficient of  x . . . .  in+,) in 
the power series expansion of 
(n)! (n -k- v)! " 
This is the same as the coefficient of  x ~ in the expansion of  
xn(n+z ,)
(n)! (n --+- v)! " 
It follows that p(m)  is the coefficient of  x m in 
xn(n+v ) 
n=o (n)! (n -l- v) ! '  
as stated. 
The fact that s = Q is a classical identity of Euler [2, p. 277]. 
Adding the equations e,_l + c, = x(~)P (v = 1 .... , n), we find that for 
our sequence {an}, dn = (1 + x + x 3 + "" + x (~)) P. 
The final step in the proof  of  (2) is to evaluate the Pfaffians of  the 
matrices Dk and D~. We will do this by calculating the determinants 
det Dk, det D~ and then extracting their square roots. We require two 
polynomial identities which constitute the next lemma. Let [~] be Gauss's 
generalization of  the binomial coefficients, viz. 
if 0 ~< u ~< n, and 
n]  ----0 
1/ 
otherwise. I f  n >~ 1, put (n) !! = (n)(n --  2)(n -- 4) .... where the product 
terminates with (2) or (1) according as n is even or odd. By convention, 
(0)!! = (--1)!! ---- 1. 
LEMMA 3. 
and 
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For n ~ O, the identities 




n x" ~ "(2,~)!I = (5) 




vo = x (~ = I 
Denote the left-hand sides of (4) and (5) by V~ and W~, 
while 
and II1 = x (~) = 1, 
Wo = 0 and W1 = x (~ = 1. 
Thus (4) and (5) hold for n = 0 and n = 1. Next, we obtain recursion 
formulae for V. and W. as follows. Since 
= 1], 
and (2v -- 1)!! = (2~ --  1)(2v -- 3)!! for v > O, we have 
Vn:  2v--n -  x "  2 " (2~ - -  1 ) (2 '~ - -  3 )  vv.. 
v=l  
- -  x t " )+ (2 '~-  1 ) ! !  +~ [n 1] ""-~" 2v 
.=0 2v 
Using the facts that 
and 
n - -1  n - -2  
[2v -  1] (2 '~-  1 )= [2v -  2] (n - -  1) 
(n-- (n--I-- 
2 +2v = 2 +n-  1, 
94 
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[ n - -  2 1 ("-23 v. : ( " -  ' )  t2~-  2J x . (~  - 3)~ 
i x "  2 " (2 '~- - l ) ! t  
lJ~O 
Replacing v by v + 1 in the first sum, we find that 
Vn = (n -- 1) Vn-2 -1- x n- lVn-1.  (6) 
Similarly 
)+2,+, 
= x ~ 2 (Iv)l! + (2~)!! 
: x ("~-a) + (n -- 1) ~ [ n 2 
(.--2.--1) 
]jx 2 (2~- -2 ) l !  
2v 1 
H --  (.--1 --2v--1] 
7: +',]  x, , 
Y~O 
In other words, 
W. = x ("~-1) -k (n -- 1) W.-2 -k x "-1 W.-1.  (7) 
We can now easily prove (4) and (5) by induction. If  they hold for both 
n --  1 and n --  2, then from (6) and (7) we obtain 
V .=(1- -x  " -1) .1  +x" - i  = i ,  
{-h  
.--2 X(2)~ "--I Him = x \n21) -~ (1 - -  X n-l) Z -~- Xn-1 Z X( 2 ) 
~=I  t~=l 
: "--1 n--2 [,u] ( . - -1 )  . 
~=I  ~=1 
This completes the proof. 
Consider now det D~, where k is even. Removing the factor P from 
each row, we have det Dk ---- pk det Ek, where 
(711+x l+x+x  ::) 
Ek= --  0 1 l+x  . 
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Subtracting each row from the previous row, we find that 
det E~ = 
k--1 
1 1 x x a ..- x (=)  
k--2 
x 1 1 x x (~)  
: 
k -1 
x (2 )  1 1 
~'  x(~) - -  - -1  0 
/affil 
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Adding all the rows to the last row, we obtain 
1 1 x x 3 "'" 
x 1 1 x "'" 
x (3 )  1 




E X kg'" 
Next, multiply the i-th row (1 ~< i < k - -  2) by x ~ and subtract it from 





0 1 l+x  
k--1 
x x ~ .-" x ( ~ ) 
(2) x(3) "'" x(~2)(k - -  1) 
(2) (3) "'" x(k~a)(k - -  l) 
~176176 
k-1  (~-~ 
" '"  E 2 \22  
~=1 
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Multiplying the i-th row (2 ~< i ~< k - -  2) by x i-1 (1) and subtracting from 
the (i -k 1)-st row, we obtain 
1 1 x 
0 (1) (2) 
0 0 (1)(2) 
o o x(1)(2) 






"'" X" 2 
Proceeding in this manner, we can reduce the determinant to the form 
1 1 x x 3 "" 
0 (1) (2) x(3) "'" 
0 0 (1)(2) (2)(3) "- 
0 0 0 (1)(2)(3) "- 
0 0 0 0 ... 
0 1 1 +x  1 -kx -kx  2 
k--1 
X (2)  
(k - -  2)! (k -- 1)!/(1) 
k--1 ~)  ~-~ (~) (  
Zx Ex 
,u,=l ,u=l 
I f  a factor of  (~)! is removed from the (v + 1)-st row (1 ~< v ~< k - -  2), 




1 1 x x 8 ... x ( 2 ) 
o [I] [~,] X[~l] ' x(~)[~-l 1] 
o o [~1 I3~1 ... x,~ 
9 9 
o o o o ... I~-~ l  I~-l~] 
lc--2 (~) ~--1 (~ 
0 1 l+x  1 - - t .x - -kx  a "'" ~x  "~" ~x2"  
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Now multiply the (2v + 2)-nd row by 
k _ 1), (2~,)!l (0 ~< v ~< -~- 
and subtract all these from the last row. Using the identity (5) of Lemma 3, 
we have 
k--2 
1-I (~)!  
v=l  
1 1 x 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 ... 
(~--1) 
X"  2 
1 
0 (k - -  2)!! 
k--2 k--2 k--v 
= (k --  2)l! I-I (v)! = I ]  (1 - -  x02[--~-1. 
v=l  v=l 
It is clear (either by determining the sign of one term, or considering 
the combinatorial  meaning of the generating function Bk(x)) ,  that the 
Pfaffian is obtained by taking that value of the square root whose constant 
term is unity. Hence, for even k, 
le k--2 k--v 
B~(x) - -  Pg  I~ (1 --  xO [~- ] .  (8) 
v=l 
The procedure for evaluating det D~ when k is odd is completely analogous 
to the above. We therefore omit the details, merely mentioning that we 
can reduce, det D~ first to 
Q2pk-1 
0 1 1 1 ... 1 
(k--l"~ 
0 1 1 x "'" x" 3 ,  
0 0 (1/ (2) ... 
o o o (1)(2) --. 
0 0 ... (k - -  2/! (k - -  1)!/(1) 
--1 --  ~ x '2j . . . .  1 0 
.u,~l 
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and then to 
k--2 






k --1 (L,) I









0 (k --  2)!! 
k--1 
0 x (3 )  
1 
--1 0 
using the identity (4) of  Lemma 3. Hence 
k--2 
det D~ = a~Pk-l(k -- 2)!! 1--[ (v)! 
v=l  
k-2 2r k-. 1 
= Q~p~-I 1-[ (1 - xO ~ ~ ~ 
v=l  
Taking square roots, we have 
k--1 k--2 k--u 
Bk(x) = QP~-  l--[ (1 - x0 [~- ]  (9) 
Formulae (8) and (9) can now be combined to give (2). 
There is one rather curious corollary of our work worth mentioning 
here. Putting k = 3 in (2), we obtain 
Bs(x) = (1 -- x) PQ 
From Jacobi's factorization theorem for 0-functions [2, p. 284], it is 
known that 
1 +2 ~ (--1)"x"' -~ 1/PQ 
n=l  
Hence, putting R = ) -~=1 (--1) n-1 X '~, we have 
l ~ x  
~dx)  = 1 ~ ~R = (1 - -  x)(1 + 2R + 4R~ + ...) 
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Therefore Bz(x) ~ 1 + x (mod 2), which means that bz(n) ~-- 0 (mod 2) 
for all n /> 2. It would be very interesting to have a direct combinatorial 
proof of this congruence. 
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